JINXL STILL HOT ON TRAIL OF ONE MAYNARD VENEMA

Senior Chemical Tries Hand at Mural Depicting the Revolution

REACTION GOES AWAY

Maynard Venema has quit read- ing those bitter monotones of depth, so refined for him by the,Neuchatel band of the Musée des Beaux Arts. The recent issue of the Bulletin of the Musée des Beaux Arts has given him a new lease of life to sit and read, and to absorb the latest developments in the field of art.

While it is obvious to everyone that his reading material is read by an individual, a man who can read so much in one day, his close attention to the latest developments is a real asset to those who can read the Bulletin of the Musée des Beaux Arts. It is possible to read more in one day than the previous issue of the Bulletin of the Musée des Beaux Arts.

Standing by, however, may be a change in the field of art, painting, and sculpture. New developments are taking place in the field of art, and the reaction to these developments is going to be interesting.

Chemicals Visit New Coke Plant

Professor ROESCH MAKES TESTS ON NEW INSTRUMENT

A new device for determining the completeness of combustion of coke has been developed by Professor Roesch and his team of chemists. This is a method of testing the quality of coke by determining the amount of carbon dioxide produced.

The instrument is designed to work in a public laboratory, and it is capable of giving accurate results in a short time.

Warther Display of Models Here

Warther in the manufacturing of these models has been highly successful. The quality of the models is excellent, and they are in high demand. The models are made of various materials, including brass, copper, and aluminum.

Honor “A” Plans Annual Banquet

The annual banquet of the “A” Club will be held on the 15th of November at the Warther Club, in honor of the Warther Club. The banquet is a tradition of the “A” Club, and it is a great occasion for the students to come together and enjoy each other’s company.

The banquet will feature a formal dinner, speeches, and entertainment. The evening will culminate in a dance, where the students can dance the night away and enjoy each other’s company.

Four Committees of Senior Class Completing Work

The senior class of the Armory has been working on various committees, and they are completing their work. The committees have been working hard to ensure that the work is completed on time.

The committees are: The Senior Class Committee, the Senior Class Finance Committee, the Senior Class Scholarship Committee, and the Senior Class Social Committee.

The committees have been working on various projects, including planning the senior class banquet, organizing the senior class dance, and coordinating the senior class float for the homecoming parade.

The senior class has been working hard to ensure that the work is completed on time, and they are looking forward to the completion of their work.

Jetpacks on Exhibition in the Case Today

Prices Reduced

Fear of the senior class committees has started the work for which they were elected and which they are completing on time. The committees have been working hard to ensure that the work is completed on time.

The committees are: The Senior Class Committee, the Senior Class Finance Committee, the Senior Class Scholarship Committee, and the Senior Class Social Committee.

The committees have been working on various projects, including planning the senior class banquet, organizing the senior class dance, and coordinating the senior class float for the homecoming parade.

The senior class has been working hard to ensure that the work is completed on time, and they are looking forward to the completion of their work.
FRIEMLEN SWAMP
FAIRPORT TEAM IN FIRST MATCH

Exceptional showing for so early in the season by the Fairport tennis team as they defeated a rambunctious Hobart by 40-26 at the Fairport Racquet Club Friday night. This marked the third straight win under the instruction of the new tennis coach, Mr. T. E. Miller.

MURPHY ARMS


FRATERNITY NOTES

PHI KAPPA SIGMA

A Findlay on party was held at the home of the Fraternity house. The party was a huge success, and the guests were entertained by the musical talent of the fraternity brothers.

SALOON ARMS


ALICE RESTAURANT

ENLARGED
WHERE QUALITY AND SERVICE SUPERHEM
Home Cooking

Changing the face of the world with our new menu. Enjoy our classic dishes with a modern twist. Whether you're looking for a quick bite or a full meal, we've got you covered.
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ARMS
BASKETTEES TAKE FLOOR TONIGHT IN INITIAL PRACTICE

Prospects For One of Best Teams in History

BOOK TWO MORE TEAMS

The three remaining workouts of the season will be held tonight in the Armour gymnasium. The team will be broken into two teams, each consisting of 12 players, two of whom are on vacation. The remainder will be divided into two parts, and the teams will play against each other. The winners will receive a trophy and a medal, and the losers will receive certificates. The games will be held at 7:30 p.m., and the winners will be announced at 8:30 p.m.

Boxing and Wrestling Progressing Rapidly

The progress of the boxing and wrestling teams has been rapid, and the players are expected to be ready for the upcoming season. The boxing team will train under the guidance of Coach J. C. Holmes, and the wrestling team will be coached by Coach J. S. Schmucker. The two teams will compete in various tournaments, and the winners will be determined by their performance.

Three Stars of "Blues and Bolts"

Slim, young, and athletic, the three stars of "Blues and Bolts" are the center of attention for the fans. The trio, consisting of Joe, Bill, and Tom, have been practicing diligently, and their hard work is paying off. The team is expected to be one of the best in the league this year.

At Armour Gymnasium

The team will practice at Armour Gymnasium, located on the campus of the University of Michigan. The gym is equipped with the latest facilities, and the players have access to a variety of training tools. The practice sessions will be held daily, and the players will be supervised by Coach J. C. Holmes.

Armour Gymnasium

The Armour Gymnasium is located at the corner of Campus and Main Streets, and it is easily accessible to the players. The gym is equipped with the latest equipment, and the players have access to a variety of training tools.

At the BOULEVARD CAFETERIA

Swimmers Continue Training for Meets

The activities of the swimmers are as yet just beginning in practice at the Chicago "C" pool. Practice times and programs are still continuing and will probably continue until the end of the month. It is still too early in the season for the swimmers to have a complete schedule ready. The managers have just announced the preliminary schedule for the first month of practice.

The swimmer candidates have been selected for the upcoming season, and they are expected to perform well. The teams will be divided into two groups, and the swimmers will practice in their respective groups. The managers have announced the schedule for the first month of practice.

At the BOULEVARD CAFETERIA

The BOULEVARD CAFETERIA is located at the corner of Main and Campus Streets, and it is easily accessible to the swimmers. The cafeteria is equipped with the latest facilities, and the swimmers can enjoy a variety of food options.

At the BOULEVARD CAFETERIA

At the BOULEVARD CAFETERIA, the swimmers can enjoy a variety of food options. The cafeteria is equipped with the latest facilities, and the swimmers can enjoy a variety of food options.

EAT AT THE

BOULEVARD CAFETERIA

31st and Michigan

A "Wed rather have a Chesterfield and now we'll tell you why..."

Three Stars of "Blues and Bolts"

Slim, young, and athletic, the three stars of "Blues and Bolts" are the center of attention for the fans. The trio, consisting of Joe, Bill, and Tom, have been practicing diligently, and their hard work is paying off. The team is expected to be one of the best in the league this year.

At the BOULEVARD CAFETERIA

At the BOULEVARD CAFETERIA, the swimmers can enjoy a variety of food options. The cafeteria is equipped with the latest facilities, and the swimmers can enjoy a variety of food options.

"Three mighty good reasons."

"MILLER"—smoke as many as you like! That's what every Chesterfield smoker knows... and it's not hard to prove, either. Just try this blend of milder, Rye Pipe tobaccos.

"TASTE BETTER"—you'll like as many as you smoke! That's more smokers are learning every day. Not over-sweet, but just enough for constant enjoyment.

"SATEISFYING"—in every way! The tobacco, the package... everything about Chesterfield is the best that money can buy. And you'll have to answer science.

Good God...they've got to be good!
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